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????SN?????? B ??????????? GPs ????????????????????
??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? (?1?)
?????? Ps ???? G?????????????????????????? GPs ?????
12 ? 2? ??????????????????????
??????????1Hz??? psp = hν(G− 1)nsp ???????????? Bopt ????????










?????????????????? SN?????? B ???????
(b) PSK??
PSK ?????????????????????????????????????????
????????PSK ??????OOK ????????????? 1bit ??????????
BPSK (Binary Phase Shift Keying)??????BPSK???????????1?????????0?
??????????????π???0??????????????????????????????
PSK????????????????????????????????????????????






















???????????????????????? 2?????? 2.3(c)? QPSK????????




































Pave = (X/     )2 /8?8
= X2/2
2
0.54X E ? Electrical field
Pave ?Average power
? 2.3 ????????????? (a) OOK?? (b) BPSK?? (c) QPSK?? (d) 8PSK??
????????1/3????????????????????????????????BPSK??
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? 3?????? 2.3 (d) ? 8PSK????????????????????





2 sin(π/8)X ∼ 0.54X
??? OOK ??????????????????????????8PSK ??? OOK ?????
?????????? 1/3????????????????? 1/3???????8PSK?????









12 ? 2? ??????????????????????
??????????1Hz??? psp = hν(G− 1)nsp ???????????? Bopt ????????










?????????????????? SN?????? B ???????
(b) PSK??
PSK ?????????????????????????????????????????
????????PSK ??????OOK ????????????? 1bit ??????????
BPSK (Binary Phase Shift Keying)??????BPSK???????????1?????????0?
??????????????π???0??????????????????????????????
PSK????????????????????????????????????????????






















???????????????????????? 2?????? 2.3(c)? QPSK????????




































Pave = (X/     )2 /8?8
= X2/2
2
0.54X E ? Electrical field
Pave ?Average power
? 2.3 ????????????? (a) OOK?? (b) BPSK?? (c) QPSK?? (d) 8PSK??
????????1/3????????????????????????????????BPSK??
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? 3?????? 2.3 (d) ? 8PSK????????????????????





2 sin(π/8)X ∼ 0.54X
??? OOK ??????????????????????????8PSK ??? OOK ?????
?????????? 1/3????????????????? 1/3???????8PSK?????









14 ? 2? ??????????????????????
LD
    Phase
modulator
1  0  1 Electrical
   signal
TX





1  0  1 Electrical

















???????????? ILO?ωLO?δLO ??????????????? Ib ?????????
Ib =
√






















    Phase
modulator
1  0  1 Electrical
   signal
TX




 fiber 1  0  1 Electrical
   signal
RX
Balanced
      PDPrecoder
Pre-amp.
T






















���� = 0 (2.7)
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? (Precoder)?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? (Toggle Flip-Flop : T-FF) ???
?????????????????????????? 2????????????2???????
??????????? PD ?????????????????????????????????
?????????????? Iconst??????????????????????? Idest ?????
??????????? 0????????? PD?????
I = Iconst − Idest =
eη
hν




I = Iconst − Idest = 0−
eη
hν






??????????? OOK???????????? 3dB???? [39]?
14 ? 2? ??????????????????????
LD
    Phase
modulator
1  0  1 Electrical
   signal
TX





1  0  1 Electrical

















???????????? ILO?ωLO?δLO ??????????????? Ib ?????????
Ib =
√






















    Phase
modulator
1  0  1 Electrical
   signal
TX




 fiber 1  0  1 Electrical
   signal
RX
Balanced
      PDPrecoder
Pre-amp.
T






















���� = 0 (2.7)
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? (Precoder)?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? (Toggle Flip-Flop : T-FF) ???
?????????????????????????? 2????????????2???????
??????????? PD ?????????????????????????????????
?????????????? Iconst??????????????????????? Idest ?????
??????????? 0????????? PD?????
I = Iconst − Idest =
eη
hν




I = Iconst − Idest = 0−
eη
hν






??????????? OOK???????????? 3dB???? [39]?
16 ? 2? ??????????????????????
LD
    Phase
modulator
1  0  1 Electrical
signal 1, 2
TX




1  0  1
Electrical
  signal 1
RX
Balanced




        Delay
interferometer 11  1  0
π/4




  signal 2
Balanced
    PD 2
T
        Delay
interferometer 2
−∆π/4

















?????????????? an?bn??????????????? qn?pn ???????????
????????
pn? = an bn pn−1 + an bn qn−1 + an bn qn−1 + an bn pn−1 (2.10)
















cos(π/4) + i sin(π/4)
]���� ∼ 0.92× |E| (2.12)









cos(±3π/4) + i sin(±3π/4)






I = Iconst − Idest ∼
eη
hν
M |0.92× E|2 − eη
hν




I = Iconst − Idest ∼
eη
hν
M |0.38× E|2 − eη
hν













????????????????????2NQAM ??? 1???????? N?????????
??????????? OOK ?????????????? N??????
QAM ????????????? 2bit ?????????? 4QAM ???????????
? QPSK ???????????????????????????? 4bit ??????????




1/5X = 0.45X??? OOK??
????????????????????????16QAM??? OOK?????????????
?? 1/4??????????????? 1/4???????? 1/4????
16 ? 2? ??????????????????????
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    Phase
modulator
1  0  1 Electrical
signal 1, 2
TX




1  0  1
Electrical
  signal 1
RX
Balanced




        Delay
interferometer 11  1  0
π/4




  signal 2
Balanced
    PD 2
T
        Delay
interferometer 2
−∆π/4

















?????????????? an?bn??????????????? qn?pn ???????????
????????
pn? = an bn pn−1 + an bn qn−1 + an bn qn−1 + an bn pn−1 (2.10)
















cos(π/4) + i sin(π/4)
]���� ∼ 0.92× |E| (2.12)









cos(±3π/4) + i sin(±3π/4)






I = Iconst − Idest ∼
eη
hν
M |0.92× E|2 − eη
hν




I = Iconst − Idest ∼
eη
hν
M |0.38× E|2 − eη
hν













????????????????????2NQAM ??? 1???????? N?????????
??????????? OOK ?????????????? N??????
QAM ????????????? 2bit ?????????? 4QAM ???????????
? QPSK ???????????????????????????? 4bit ??????????




1/5X = 0.45X??? OOK??
????????????????????????16QAM??? OOK?????????????
?? 1/4??????????????? 1/4???????? 1/4????
18 ? 2? ??????????????????????
(a) 4QAM (b) 16QAM










? 2.8 QAM?????????? (a) 4QAM?? (b) 16QAM?? (c) 32QAM?? (d) 64QAM??
QAM????????????????????????????????????????16QAM
????????????????????? 2.9????? 16QAM???????????? [40]?
???? QPSK ??????? 2 ????????????????????????? QPSK ??
1?????? 6dB????? QPSK?? 2???????? 16QAM????????QPSK??









































modulatorI2   Q2





????????? RZ(Carrier-Suppressed RZ : CSRZ)??? OOK??????????????
















18 ? 2? ??????????????????????
(a) 4QAM (b) 16QAM










? 2.8 QAM?????????? (a) 4QAM?? (b) 16QAM?? (c) 32QAM?? (d) 64QAM??
QAM????????????????????????????????????????16QAM
????????????????????? 2.9????? 16QAM???????????? [40]?
???? QPSK ??????? 2 ????????????????????????? QPSK ??
1?????? 6dB????? QPSK?? 2???????? 16QAM????????QPSK??
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????????? RZ(Carrier-Suppressed RZ : CSRZ)??? OOK??????????????
















20 ? 2? ??????????????????????
Phase  
Data







(a) NRZ (b) RZ (c) CSRZ 


















?????????????????????????? (Duobinary) ?????????? [41]?

































































20 ? 2? ??????????????????????
Phase  
Data







(a) NRZ (b) RZ (c) CSRZ 


















?????????????????????????? (Duobinary) ?????????? [41]?








































































































?????????????????????????????? (Semiconductor Optical Amplifier :
SOA)???????????????????????????????????SOA??????
?????????????????????????? (Highly Non-Linear Fiber : HNLF)????

































































?????????????????????????????? (Semiconductor Optical Amplifier :
SOA)???????????????????????????????????SOA??????
?????????????????????????? (Highly Non-Linear Fiber : HNLF)????





































???????????? (Semiconductor Optical Amplifier : SOA) ?????????????
????????????????SOA-???????????? (Mach-Zehnder Interferometer :
MZI)???????????? On Off Keying(OOK)/Binary Phase Shift Keying(BPSK)????




























???????????? (Semiconductor Optical Amplifier : SOA) ?????????????
????????????????SOA-???????????? (Mach-Zehnder Interferometer :
MZI)???????????? On Off Keying(OOK)/Binary Phase Shift Keying(BPSK)????



















































E1?E2 ???????????????????????? 2 (E2) ???????????????
??? 1?????hν=E2 − E1 (h ???????)??????? ν ??????????????
3.4 (a)????????????????????????????????????????? t?







????A21 ?????????? A???????????????????τ ??? 2→1????
??????????
???????????? ν ????????????? 1?????????? 2???????
??????? 2?????????? 1????????????????????????????
?????????????????? 3.4 (b)?????????? 3.4 (c) ???????????















???????????????????Wi ??? σ (ν)????????????????????




























































E1?E2 ???????????????????????? 2 (E2) ???????????????
??? 1?????hν=E2 − E1 (h ???????)??????? ν ??????????????
3.4 (a)????????????????????????????????????????? t?







????A21 ?????????? A???????????????????τ ??? 2→1????
??????????
???????????? ν ????????????? 1?????????? 2???????
??????? 2?????????? 1????????????????????????????
?????????????????? 3.4 (b)?????????? 3.4 (c) ???????????















???????????????????Wi ??? σ (ν)????????????????????


























28 ? 3? ???????????????????????
??????T ??????k ?????????????????????????????? N2 ?
N1 ??????????????????????????????SOA?????????????
?????????????????????? N2 ? N1 ???????????????????
?? 1??? 2???????? N1 ?? N2 (? N1) ????????????????? ν???
? Iin ?????????????????????????????? (3.2)?? (3.3)???????
??????????????? P ??
















????g(ν) = (N2 − N1)σ(ν) ????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
????
























































r Amplified   signal
 spectrum






ASE (Amlified Spontaneous Emission)??????????????????ASE????????
?????????? SN????????? 3.6????????????????????????
??????????? ASE ???????ASE ???????????????????????
??ASE???? SN?????????????????????????????????
3.2.3 ??????????????????????????
???????? λs ??????? λp ???? (Continuous Wave : CW)????????2??
??? SOA???????????????? 3.7??????????????CW???????
??????????????????? SOA?????????????????????????
28 ? 3? ???????????????????????
??????T ??????k ?????????????????????????????? N2 ?
N1 ??????????????????????????????SOA?????????????
?????????????????????? N2 ? N1 ???????????????????
?? 1??? 2???????? N1 ?? N2 (? N1) ????????????????? ν???
? Iin ?????????????????????????????? (3.2)?? (3.3)???????
??????????????? P ??
















????g(ν) = (N2 − N1)σ(ν) ????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
????
























































r Amplified   signal
 spectrum






ASE (Amlified Spontaneous Emission)??????????????????ASE????????
?????????? SN????????? 3.6????????????????????????
??????????? ASE ???????ASE ???????????????????????
??ASE???? SN?????????????????????????????????
3.2.3 ??????????????????????????
???????? λs ??????? λp ???? (Continuous Wave : CW)????????2??
??? SOA???????????????? 3.7??????????????CW???????
??????????????????? SOA?????????????????????????











































































? 3.8?3.11????? NRZ (Non-return-to-Zero)??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????




















































Input signal (λs : Ps)
CW probe (λp : Pp)
Output coverted








Phase shift : φ1
Gain : G



















??????? SOA-MZI ??????????? 3.12 ??????? 1 ???? λs ??????















































































? 3.8?3.11????? NRZ (Non-return-to-Zero)??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????




















































Input signal (λs : Ps)
CW probe (λp : Pp)
Output coverted








Phase shift : φ1
Gain : G



















??????? SOA-MZI ??????????? 3.12 ??????? 1 ???? λs ??????






















? 3.12? A?????????????????????? 3.13???????????????
?????????? 1?2?????B?C ????????????β1?β2 ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????













exp(j∆βz) + jχ2C + jκ21B exp(j∆βz) = 0 (3.7b)
??? ∆β = β2 − β1 ????j =
√
−1??????? 1?????????? 1?2???????
?????????????? 2???? c12?c21 ????? 1?2????????????????
??? 3???? χ1?χ2 ?????? 1?2??????????????????????????
??? 4???? κ12?κ21 ??????????????????????????????????




+ jκ12C exp(−j∆βz) = 0 (3.8a)
dC
dz



















j(κ∗21 − κ12)CB∗ exp(−j∆βz) + j(κ∗12 − κ21)BC∗ exp(j∆βz) = 0 (3.11)
???????? z ????? (3.11)????????????????
κ21 = κ∗12 (3.12)
?????????κ21 ??????????? κ21 = κ12 = κ????





exp(−j∆βz) + jκC exp(−j∆βz) · (−j∆β) = 0 (3.13)


















































= ∆β + 2γ
2κ
(3.18)
????????????? z = 0??????????????

























































? 3.12? A?????????????????????? 3.13???????????????
?????????? 1?2?????B?C ????????????β1?β2 ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????













exp(j∆βz) + jχ2C + jκ21B exp(j∆βz) = 0 (3.7b)
??? ∆β = β2 − β1 ????j =
√
−1??????? 1?????????? 1?2???????
?????????????? 2???? c12?c21 ????? 1?2????????????????
??? 3???? χ1?χ2 ?????? 1?2??????????????????????????
??? 4???? κ12?κ21 ??????????????????????????????????




+ jκ12C exp(−j∆βz) = 0 (3.8a)
dC
dz



















j(κ∗21 − κ12)CB∗ exp(−j∆βz) + j(κ∗12 − κ21)BC∗ exp(j∆βz) = 0 (3.11)
???????? z ????? (3.11)????????????????
κ21 = κ∗12 (3.12)
?????????κ21 ??????????? κ21 = κ12 = κ????





exp(−j∆βz) + jκC exp(−j∆βz) · (−j∆β) = 0 (3.13)


















































= ∆β + 2γ
2κ
(3.18)
????????????? z = 0??????????????







































34 ? 3? ???????????????????????








































∆β = 0 (γ = κ)???????? L? π/4κ??????????P1 = P2 = 1/2????3dB??










































??????SOA 1?SOA 2????????????????????? ϕ1?ϕ2?????????

































































????????∆ϕ = ϕ2 − ϕ1 ????????SOA 1?????????????????????













??? 3.12???? SOA 1? SOA 2?????????? ∆ϕ ?????????
? (3.28)????????????????????????2R????????????????
????????????? 3.14 ???????????????????????????????





?????????ξ ? Ps ??????????????????????????????????
??????????G ???????????????????SOA-MZI ???????????
????????????????SOA1???????????????? GXGM (Ps)??????
34 ? 3? ???????????????????????








































∆β = 0 (γ = κ)???????? L? π/4κ??????????P1 = P2 = 1/2????3dB??










































??????SOA 1?SOA 2????????????????????? ϕ1?ϕ2?????????

































































????????∆ϕ = ϕ2 − ϕ1 ????????SOA 1?????????????????????













??? 3.12???? SOA 1? SOA 2?????????? ∆ϕ ?????????
? (3.28)????????????????????????2R????????????????
????????????? 3.14 ???????????????????????????????





?????????ξ ? Ps ??????????????????????????????????
??????????G ???????????????????SOA-MZI ???????????
????????????????SOA1???????????????? GXGM (Ps)??????














?????? ∆ϕ? π ????????SOA1??????????????????? GPp/2???
?????????????? ∆ϕ? 2π ?????????????? 0?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????











































Emax2=hνmax2 : Wavelength shift
(a) Carrier density : low (b) Carrier density : high
Conduction
      band
Valence
   band
Conduction
      band
Valence
   band
Energy
   gap
Energy
   gap
State density of 
         hole
State density of 
      electron
? 3.15 ??????????
??????????Γ ????????gm ??????????????????hν ??????
???E ??????????
???? gm ??? (3.6)????????????????????????????????? a1?
a2 ?????
gm (N,λ) = a1 (N −N0)− a2 ( λ− λp ) (3.31)






???????????????Emax1 ?? Emax2 ???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? a3 ?????????????
λp(N) = λ0 − a3(N −Np) (3.32)
????λ0 ??????? Np ??????????????? 3.16???????????????
???????????????????????N0 = 1.1× 10−18 cm−3?Np = 1.1× 10−18 cm−3?
a1 = 3.0× 10−16 cm2?a2 = 0.07 cm−1nm−2?a3 = 1.5× 10−17 cm3nm???????????N ?
1.5× 10−18 cm−3?2.0× 10−18 cm−3?2.5× 10−18 cm−3 ???????????????














?????? ∆ϕ? π ????????SOA1??????????????????? GPp/2???
?????????????? ∆ϕ? 2π ?????????????? 0?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????











































Emax2=hνmax2 : Wavelength shift
(a) Carrier density : low (b) Carrier density : high
Conduction
      band
Valence
   band
Conduction
      band
Valence
   band
Energy
   gap
Energy
   gap
State density of 
         hole
State density of 
      electron
? 3.15 ??????????
??????????Γ ????????gm ??????????????????hν ??????
???E ??????????
???? gm ??? (3.6)????????????????????????????????? a1?
a2 ?????
gm (N,λ) = a1 (N −N0)− a2 ( λ− λp ) (3.31)






???????????????Emax1 ?? Emax2 ???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? a3 ?????????????
λp(N) = λ0 − a3(N −Np) (3.32)
????λ0 ??????? Np ??????????????? 3.16???????????????
???????????????????????N0 = 1.1× 10−18 cm−3?Np = 1.1× 10−18 cm−3?
a1 = 3.0× 10−16 cm2?a2 = 0.07 cm−1nm−2?a3 = 1.5× 10−17 cm3nm???????????N ?
1.5× 10−18 cm−3?2.0× 10−18 cm−3?2.5× 10−18 cm−3 ???????????????





















1.5 x 1018 cm-3
2.0 x 1018 cm-3









ϵ = n2 + χ (3.34)
?????? n?????????????? SOA???????? (z ??)???????? x?y
????????????? χ??????? N ????????????????????????
??χ? N ????????????????????χ? N ??????????????????
???
χ(N) = − n¯c
2πν












E(x, y, z, t) = xˆ1
2
{







??????????xˆ ??????????????????F (x, y) ??????????????
A????????????????? β = 2πνn¯/c????c.c.?????????????????
3.4 ????????????????? 39
(3.37) ? (3.33) ?????????????????????? A(z, t) ?????????????



















+ c.c. = 0 (3.38)


































+ (n2 − n¯2)4π
2ν2
c2
F = 0 (3.40)
?????? (3.39)????????? A???????????????????????????


























t′ = t− z
vg
, z′ = z (3.43)





















= (Γgm − α)I (3.47)





















1.5 x 1018 cm-3
2.0 x 1018 cm-3









ϵ = n2 + χ (3.34)
?????? n?????????????? SOA???????? (z ??)???????? x?y
????????????? χ??????? N ????????????????????????
??χ? N ????????????????????χ? N ??????????????????
???
χ(N) = − n¯c
2πν












E(x, y, z, t) = xˆ1
2
{







??????????xˆ ??????????????????F (x, y) ??????????????
A????????????????? β = 2πνn¯/c????c.c.?????????????????
3.4 ????????????????? 39
(3.37) ? (3.33) ?????????????????????? A(z, t) ?????????????



















+ c.c. = 0 (3.38)


































+ (n2 − n¯2)4π
2ν2
c2
F = 0 (3.40)
?????? (3.39)????????? A???????????????????????????


























t′ = t− z
vg
, z′ = z (3.43)





















= (Γgm − α)I (3.47)






??????????SOA??????? Iout ????? ϕout ???????????? Iin ????
? ϕin ????????????



















??????????????? (3.30)??????? [52]??? t = 0???????? I = |E|2 ?
I = 0?? I = I0 ???????????????????????????? I0 ????Γgm ? N






















Ag I0/hν + 1/τ
(3.53)
????? (3.52)??????C ??????????????????










????t→∞?? N ?????????? N(0)??????? C ??
C = N(0)−N(∞) (3.56)
??????? (3.56)?? (3.54)???????














????? (3.57) ?????????? N(0) ?? N(∞) ???? τc ?????????????
(3.53) ???????????????????????? τ ??????????? τc ??????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????Ag ?????? I0 ?????????? (3.53)?
???????????? τc ??????Ag ??? I0 ?????????????????????
???????SOA????? gm ?????????????????? Γ????????? SOA






????????????????????????? L? SOA??? ∆L?M?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????






















− gmp · Sti (3.58)






I(x)avi ???? i???????????1??????????????????? i???????
N1 ( t )
gm 1 ( N1 ,λ )
Section 1
∆L
St 1 ( t ) ASE+i ( t )
I (p)0 ( t )
I (s)0 ( t ) Ni ( t )
gm i ( Ni ,λ )
St i ( t )
Section i
ASE -i ( t )
NM ( t )
gm M ( NM ,λ )
Section M
St M ( t )
I (p)M ( t )
I (s)M ( t )
? 3.17 ?????????????? SOA??????






??????????SOA??????? Iout ????? ϕout ???????????? Iin ????
? ϕin ????????????



















??????????????? (3.30)??????? [52]??? t = 0???????? I = |E|2 ?
I = 0?? I = I0 ???????????????????????????? I0 ????Γgm ? N






















Ag I0/hν + 1/τ
(3.53)
????? (3.52)??????C ??????????????????










????t→∞?? N ?????????? N(0)??????? C ??
C = N(0)−N(∞) (3.56)
??????? (3.56)?? (3.54)???????














????? (3.57) ?????????? N(0) ?? N(∞) ???? τc ?????????????
(3.53) ???????????????????????? τ ??????????? τc ??????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????Ag ?????? I0 ?????????? (3.53)?
???????????? τc ??????Ag ??? I0 ?????????????????????
???????SOA????? gm ?????????????????? Γ????????? SOA






????????????????????????? L? SOA??? ∆L?M?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????






















− gmp · Sti (3.58)






I(x)avi ???? i???????????1??????????????????? i???????
N1 ( t )
gm 1 ( N1 ,λ )
Section 1
∆L
St 1 ( t ) ASE+i ( t )
I (p)0 ( t )
I (s)0 ( t ) Ni ( t )
gm i ( Ni ,λ )
St i ( t )
Section i
ASE -i ( t )
NM ( t )
gm M ( NM ,λ )
Section M
St M ( t )
I (p)M ( t )
I (s)M ( t )
? 3.17 ?????????????? SOA??????









gi(Ni, λ) = Γgmi − α (3.61)
??????? i????? gmi ???????? Γ????? α?????????????
ASE ?????????????? i ???????????????????? ASE ?????
?????????????

















????β ???????????gpi ?????????????????? (gpi(Ni, λ) = Γa1(ni −
n0)−α)?????? i????? ASE??????????????? ASE???????????
??????????????????







??????? (∆t = ∆L/vg)?
? 3.17??????????? t??? i???????????????????????? (3.49)
??????????????????????????????????????????????
I(x)i (t) = G
(x)
i (Ni(t−∆t), λx) · I
(x)
i−1(t−∆t) (3.65)
????G(x)i (Ni, λx) = exp(g(Ni, λx) ·∆L)???????????????????????










??????????? 3.12? SOA1?SOA2???????????? (3.23a)??????????
???????
3.5 ?? OOK/BPSK?? 43
Control NRZ-OOK data (λ0)





   data signal (λ1)SOA-MZI wavelength converterπ  π  0  0  π
π  π  π  π  π




RX1  1  0  0  1 Ε0
Ε1
Ε0−Ε1
    2
Ε0+Ε1
    2
Ε0+Ε1







? 3.18 ???? NRZ-OOK/RZ-BPSK??????
3.5 ??OOK/BPSK??




? 3.18????? NRZ-OOK /RZ(Return-to-Zero)-BPSK????????????SOA-MZI?





????????????????????????????? λ0 ? NRZ-OOK ????????
???????? 1 ?? SOA#1 ??????????? λ1 ? RZ ???????????? λ2 ?
CW??????????????????????????? 2???????? SOA#1?#2??
?????SOA#1 ????????????? SOA#1 ????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? (“0”)???? SOA#1??????????????? E0???? 0?
?????? (“1”)???? E1???? π ??????????????????????? π???
??? (E0 − E1)/2 ???????SOA#2 ??? SOA ????????? ∆ϕ ?????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? 0?????? (E0 + E1)/2 ???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? π??????
(E0 + E1)/2??????????????OOK??? “0”??? “1”????? BPSK?? “0”?









gi(Ni, λ) = Γgmi − α (3.61)
??????? i????? gmi ???????? Γ????? α?????????????
ASE ?????????????? i ???????????????????? ASE ?????
?????????????

















????β ???????????gpi ?????????????????? (gpi(Ni, λ) = Γa1(ni −
n0)−α)?????? i????? ASE??????????????? ASE???????????
??????????????????







??????? (∆t = ∆L/vg)?
? 3.17??????????? t??? i???????????????????????? (3.49)
??????????????????????????????????????????????
I(x)i (t) = G
(x)
i (Ni(t−∆t), λx) · I
(x)
i−1(t−∆t) (3.65)
????G(x)i (Ni, λx) = exp(g(Ni, λx) ·∆L)???????????????????????










??????????? 3.12? SOA1?SOA2???????????? (3.23a)??????????
???????
3.5 ?? OOK/BPSK?? 43
Control NRZ-OOK data (λ0)





   data signal (λ1)SOA-MZI wavelength converterπ  π  0  0  π
π  π  π  π  π




RX1  1  0  0  1 Ε0
Ε1
Ε0−Ε1
    2
Ε0+Ε1
    2
Ε0+Ε1







? 3.18 ???? NRZ-OOK/RZ-BPSK??????
3.5 ??OOK/BPSK??




? 3.18????? NRZ-OOK /RZ(Return-to-Zero)-BPSK????????????SOA-MZI?





????????????????????????????? λ0 ? NRZ-OOK ????????
???????? 1 ?? SOA#1 ??????????? λ1 ? RZ ???????????? λ2 ?
CW??????????????????????????? 2???????? SOA#1?#2??
?????SOA#1 ????????????? SOA#1 ????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? (“0”)???? SOA#1??????????????? E0???? 0?
?????? (“1”)???? E1???? π ??????????????????????? π???
??? (E0 − E1)/2 ???????SOA#2 ??? SOA ????????? ∆ϕ ?????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? 0?????? (E0 + E1)/2 ???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? π??????
(E0 + E1)/2??????????????OOK??? “0”??? “1”????? BPSK?? “0”?
44 ? 3? ???????????????????????
? 3.1 SOA?????? 1
?? ?? ?
L SOA? 1.80 ×103 µm
w ???? 1.4 µm
d ???? 0.32 µm
Γ ?????? 0.439
α ???? 36.9 cm−1
β ????????? 10−4
N0 ???????? 1.10 ×1018 cm−3
Np ??????????? 1.10× 1018 cm−3
a1 ???? 1 3.00 ×10−16 cm2
a2 ???? 2 7.00 ×10−2 cm−1nm−2
a3 ???? 3 1.00 ×10−17 cm3nm
λp ??????? 1580 nm
dn¯
dN ???????????????? -5.4 ×10
−20 cm3
vg ??? 9.5 ×107 m s−1
?? “π”??????? NRZ-OOK/RZ-BPSK??????????????? SOA???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????











??? 1?2?? SOA#1?#2??????????????? 9.0 dB?13.5 dB???????SOA
???????? 3?????? 14.0 dB????????? 10 Gb/s???SOA#1????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????1560.6 nm?1570.4 nm?
1574.2 nm????????????????????????????-0.24 dBm?7.0 dBm ????
3.5 ?? OOK/BPSK?? 45
0
1

















































































SOA#1??????? 380 mA??????????????????????????????? π
????????????????????????????? 14.8 dBm?????????????
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? 3.1 SOA?????? 1
?? ?? ?
L SOA? 1.80 ×103 µm
w ???? 1.4 µm
d ???? 0.32 µm
Γ ?????? 0.439
α ???? 36.9 cm−1
β ????????? 10−4
N0 ???????? 1.10 ×1018 cm−3
Np ??????????? 1.10× 1018 cm−3
a1 ???? 1 3.00 ×10−16 cm2
a2 ???? 2 7.00 ×10−2 cm−1nm−2
a3 ???? 3 1.00 ×10−17 cm3nm
λp ??????? 1580 nm
dn¯
dN ???????????????? -5.4 ×10
−20 cm3
vg ??? 9.5 ×107 m s−1
?? “π”??????? NRZ-OOK/RZ-BPSK??????????????? SOA???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????











??? 1?2?? SOA#1?#2??????????????? 9.0 dB?13.5 dB???????SOA
???????? 3?????? 14.0 dB????????? 10 Gb/s???SOA#1????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????1560.6 nm?1570.4 nm?
1574.2 nm????????????????????????????-0.24 dBm?7.0 dBm ????
3.5 ?? OOK/BPSK?? 45
0
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SOA#1??????? 380 mA??????????????????????????????? π
????????????????????????????? 14.8 dBm?????????????


















































































??????????????? 3.1??????????SOA#1???? 7.0 dBm???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
1575 nm?????????????? 1575 nm????????????????????????
????? 1574.2 nm????????
3.5 ?? OOK/BPSK?? 47
SOA#1-1 SOA#1-2
SOA#2-1 SOA#2-2 Phase adjusters
      (SOAs)
<Port 1>
<Port 2> <Port 3>





???? [60]?????????????? (3.53)???? Ag ??????????????????
???SOA??????????????? (3.53)??????? I0 ?????????SOA???












????????????????????????????????????? (Laser Diode : LD)?
?????? CW???10.7 Gb/s??????????? (Pseudo Random Bit Sequence : PRBS)
???? (PN 31?)???? LN????? (LiNbO3 Intensity Modulator : LN-IM)???? NRZ-
OOK????????????????? SOA-MZI????????? 1????????????
?????????????????? CW?? LN-IM?????????? RZ(Carrier-Suppressed
RZ : CSRZ) ???????? (??????=66%) ???????????????? 2 ????
??? 3.26(a)?(b) ?????????????????????????????????????






































































??????????????? 3.1??????????SOA#1???? 7.0 dBm???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
1575 nm?????????????? 1575 nm????????????????????????
????? 1574.2 nm????????
3.5 ?? OOK/BPSK?? 47
SOA#1-1 SOA#1-2
SOA#2-1 SOA#2-2 Phase adjusters
      (SOAs)
<Port 1>
<Port 2> <Port 3>





???? [60]?????????????? (3.53)???? Ag ??????????????????
???SOA??????????????? (3.53)??????? I0 ?????????SOA???












????????????????????????????????????? (Laser Diode : LD)?
?????? CW???10.7 Gb/s??????????? (Pseudo Random Bit Sequence : PRBS)
???? (PN 31?)???? LN????? (LiNbO3 Intensity Modulator : LN-IM)???? NRZ-
OOK????????????????? SOA-MZI????????? 1????????????
?????????????????? CW?? LN-IM?????????? RZ(Carrier-Suppressed
RZ : CSRZ) ???????? (??????=66%) ???????????????? 2 ????
??? 3.26(a)?(b) ?????????????????????????????????????
























41 mA 350 mA




















? 3.26 ?????? (a)??? (b)?????
???CW ??????????????? 2?????????????????????????
?????1560.6 nm?1570.4 nm?1574.2 nm?????????????? 13.2 dBm?-2.4 dBm?
5.6 dBm??????SOA???????????????????????????????????
? (Polarization Controller : PC)?????SOA??????????????????SOA#1-1?
#1-2?#2-1?#2-2 ??????????? 41 mA?350 mA?30 mA?75 mA ?????????
???????????????????? SOA#3 ????????????????? 4.5 dBm?
97 mA ????????????????????1 ??????????????????????
???????????????????? (Bit Error Rate Tester : BERT) ??????????
? (Bit Error Rate : BER)???????????????????? BER???????????
????











? 3.27 BPSK???????? (a)??????? (b)???????






















? 3.28 BPSK?????????? (a)??????? (b)???????
?????????????????????????????? PSK ??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
? 3.29?????????? 1??????????????????????????? (????
?)??????????? (?????) ????????????????????????????



































41 mA 350 mA




















? 3.26 ?????? (a)??? (b)?????
???CW ??????????????? 2?????????????????????????
?????1560.6 nm?1570.4 nm?1574.2 nm?????????????? 13.2 dBm?-2.4 dBm?
5.6 dBm??????SOA???????????????????????????????????
? (Polarization Controller : PC)?????SOA??????????????????SOA#1-1?
#1-2?#2-1?#2-2 ??????????? 41 mA?350 mA?30 mA?75 mA ?????????
???????????????????? SOA#3 ????????????????? 4.5 dBm?
97 mA ????????????????????1 ??????????????????????
???????????????????? (Bit Error Rate Tester : BERT) ??????????
? (Bit Error Rate : BER)???????????????????? BER???????????
????











? 3.27 BPSK???????? (a)??????? (b)???????






















? 3.28 BPSK?????????? (a)??????? (b)???????
?????????????????????????????? PSK ??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
? 3.29?????????? 1??????????????????????????? (????
?)??????????? (?????) ????????????????????????????

















? 3.29 1????????????? (???????) (a)?????????? (b)??????????





































??????????????????????BER = 10−9 ?????????-38.9 dBm ????
































































? 3.29 1????????????? (???????) (a)?????????? (b)??????????





































??????????????????????BER = 10−9 ?????????-38.9 dBm ????




































































? 3.34 ??????????????????? (a)??? +480 ps/nm - ?????? (b)?
?? −480 ps/nm - ?????? (c)??? +480 ps/nm - ?????? (d)??? −480 ps/nm
- ??????












? 3.34???? ±480 ps/nm????????????????????????????????





































? 3.25 ????????? NRZ-OOK ???????????????????? (Amplified
Spontaneous Emission : ASE)???????????????????????????? (Optical
Signal to Noise Ratio : OSNR) ???????????? OSNR????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? OSNR??
???????? BER???????????????????
? 3.36 ?????? OSNR ????????????????????????????????
NRZ-OOK ????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????










? 3.34 ??????????????????? (a)??? +480 ps/nm - ?????? (b)?
?? −480 ps/nm - ?????? (c)??? +480 ps/nm - ?????? (d)??? −480 ps/nm
- ??????












? 3.34???? ±480 ps/nm????????????????????????????????





































? 3.25 ????????? NRZ-OOK ???????????????????? (Amplified
Spontaneous Emission : ASE)???????????????????????????? (Optical
Signal to Noise Ratio : OSNR) ???????????? OSNR????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? OSNR??
???????? BER???????????????????
? 3.36 ?????? OSNR ????????????????????????????????
NRZ-OOK ????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????


























































? 3.37 ???????????? (a)???? (b)????
????????????????????????OSNR ???????????????????











3.6 ?? OOK/QPSK?? 55
50 ps/div








? 3.38 ????? OSNR ?????????? (??)OSNR = 40.6 dB/0.1 nm (??)OSNR
= 22.6 dB/0.1 nm
???????????????????????????????? OSNR????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????










































































? 3.37 ???????????? (a)???? (b)????
????????????????????????OSNR ???????????????????











3.6 ?? OOK/QPSK?? 55
50 ps/div








? 3.38 ????? OSNR ?????????? (??)OSNR = 40.6 dB/0.1 nm (??)OSNR
= 22.6 dB/0.1 nm
???????????????????????????????? OSNR????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
































Input Power Level [dB]
1.5 dB
? 3.39 ?????????????????




        data signal (λ2)
1   1   0   0
     NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK 
modulation format convertor
NRZ-OOK data 2 (λ1)




π   π   0   0
−π/2 π/2 −π/2 π/2
∆π/2
BPF

















? 3.40 ???? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??????
3.6.1 ????
???? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??????? 3.40?????????????????????
???2 ?? SOA-MZI ??????????? MZI ???????????? π/2 ???????
?????????????? SOA-MZI ?????????????????? NRZ-OOK ???
RZ-BPSK???????????? 2?? RZ-BPSK?????????????????????
??RZ-QPSK????????
????????????????????????????? λ0 ? NRZ-OOK????? 1???
?? 1?????? 1?? SOA-MZI#1? SOA1?????????????? λ1 ? NRZ-OOK??
??? 2 ????? 2 ?????? 3 ?? SOA-MZI#1 ? SOA4 ?????????? λ2 ? RZ ?
3.6 ?? OOK/QPSK?? 57
RZ-QPSK
 data signal





π/4     3π/4
SP




1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Original NRZ-OOK 










   




1  1  0  0
    NRZ-OOK 
  to RZ-QPSK
    modulation
format converter
? 3.41 ???? OOK/QPSK???????
??????????? λ3 ? CW??????????????????????????? 2???




#2 ?????????????? RZ-BPSK ????????????SOA-MZI#1 ???????
? RZ-BPSK?? 1???? 1????????0?????π????????????SOA-MZI#2
???????? RZ-BPSK ?? 2 ??π/2 ?????????????????? 2 ??????
??π/2?????−π/2????????????????????????????????? 2 ?
? BPSK ?????????????????????2 ?? BPSK ??????????????
? 4 ???????????????????? 4 ??????????π/4???3π/4???−3π/4??
?−π/4???????????????????????????????? QPSK????????
???????????? 2 ?? OOK ???????????????? QPSK ????????
? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??????????????? OOK/BPSK?????????????
SOA ?????????????????????????????????? SOA-MZI ????
OOK/BPSK???????????????????????????????????????2?
??????????? (λ0 = λ1)??????? OOK/QPSK?????????????????



























Input Power Level [dB]
1.5 dB
? 3.39 ?????????????????




        data signal (λ2)
1   1   0   0
     NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK 
modulation format convertor
NRZ-OOK data 2 (λ1)




π   π   0   0
−π/2 π/2 −π/2 π/2
∆π/2
BPF

















? 3.40 ???? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??????
3.6.1 ????
???? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??????? 3.40?????????????????????
???2 ?? SOA-MZI ??????????? MZI ???????????? π/2 ???????
?????????????? SOA-MZI ?????????????????? NRZ-OOK ???
RZ-BPSK???????????? 2?? RZ-BPSK?????????????????????
??RZ-QPSK????????
????????????????????????????? λ0 ? NRZ-OOK????? 1???
?? 1?????? 1?? SOA-MZI#1? SOA1?????????????? λ1 ? NRZ-OOK??
??? 2 ????? 2 ?????? 3 ?? SOA-MZI#1 ? SOA4 ?????????? λ2 ? RZ ?
3.6 ?? OOK/QPSK?? 57
RZ-QPSK
 data signal





π/4     3π/4
SP




1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Original NRZ-OOK 










   




1  1  0  0
    NRZ-OOK 
  to RZ-QPSK
    modulation
format converter
? 3.41 ???? OOK/QPSK???????
??????????? λ3 ? CW??????????????????????????? 2???




#2 ?????????????? RZ-BPSK ????????????SOA-MZI#1 ???????
? RZ-BPSK?? 1???? 1????????0?????π????????????SOA-MZI#2
???????? RZ-BPSK ?? 2 ??π/2 ?????????????????? 2 ??????
??π/2?????−π/2????????????????????????????????? 2 ?
? BPSK ?????????????????????2 ?? BPSK ??????????????
? 4 ???????????????????? 4 ??????????π/4???3π/4???−3π/4??
?−π/4???????????????????????????????? QPSK????????
???????????? 2 ?? OOK ???????????????? QPSK ????????
? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??????????????? OOK/BPSK?????????????
SOA ?????????????????????????????????? SOA-MZI ????
OOK/BPSK???????????????????????????????????????2?
??????????? (λ0 = λ1)??????? OOK/QPSK?????????????????











58 ? 3? ???????????????????????
? 3.2 SOA?????? 2
?? ?? ?
L SOA? 2.30 ×103 µm
w ???? 0.6 µm
d ???? 0.2 µm
Γ ?????? 0.33
α ???? 65.0 cm−1
β ????????? 10−4
N0 ???????? 1.10 ×1018 cm−3
Np ??????????? 1.10× 1018 cm−3
a1 ???? 1 2.00 ×10−16 cm2
a2 ???? 2 1.40 ×10−1 cm−1nm−2
a3 ???? 3 1.70 ×10−18 cm3nm
λp ??????? 1570 nm
dn¯
dN ???????????????? -1.2 ×10
−20 cm3
vg ??? 9.5 ×107 m s−1
????????? 3.41???????????????????? (Demultiplexer)???????
????????????????????? OOK???????????????? 2?? OOK?
?????????????? 1??? 2??? OOK/QPSK?????????????OOK??
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? (TDM/WDM???)[35] ??????????? [64]??? RZ/NRZ






??? 1?3??????SOA-MZI?????????? SOA????????? 8.5 dB?12.0 dB?




???1545.3 nm?1535.0 nm?1542.0 nm???????????????5.9 dBm?3.0 dBm?10.0
dBm ????SOA-MZI#1???#2?????????????SOA1??? 4??????? 800












































? 3.43 SOA-MZI#1??? BPSK?? (a)???? (b)??
mA?SOA2??? 3??????? 211 mA ????????? 1??? 2???????????
???? 25-1? PRBS??????? 3.42(a)?(b)???????????????????????
????????????????????? 33%???????SOA??????????????
?????????????????????? 20ps????????????
SOA-MZI#1??? BPSK ??????????????????? 3.43 ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????? RZ ??????
?????????????????0?????π??????????? BPSK????π/2???
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? 3.2 SOA?????? 2
?? ?? ?
L SOA? 2.30 ×103 µm
w ???? 0.6 µm
d ???? 0.2 µm
Γ ?????? 0.33
α ???? 65.0 cm−1
β ????????? 10−4
N0 ???????? 1.10 ×1018 cm−3
Np ??????????? 1.10× 1018 cm−3
a1 ???? 1 2.00 ×10−16 cm2
a2 ???? 2 1.40 ×10−1 cm−1nm−2
a3 ???? 3 1.70 ×10−18 cm3nm
λp ??????? 1570 nm
dn¯
dN ???????????????? -1.2 ×10
−20 cm3
vg ??? 9.5 ×107 m s−1
????????? 3.41???????????????????? (Demultiplexer)???????
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??? 1?3??????SOA-MZI?????????? SOA????????? 8.5 dB?12.0 dB?




???1545.3 nm?1535.0 nm?1542.0 nm???????????????5.9 dBm?3.0 dBm?10.0
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? 3.43 SOA-MZI#1??? BPSK?? (a)???? (b)??
mA?SOA2??? 3??????? 211 mA ????????? 1??? 2???????????
???? 25-1? PRBS??????? 3.42(a)?(b)???????????????????????
????????????????????? 33%???????SOA??????????????
?????????????????????? 20ps????????????
SOA-MZI#1??? BPSK ??????????????????? 3.43 ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????? RZ ??????
?????????????????0?????π??????????? BPSK????π/2???





























? 3.44 2?? BPSK???????? QPSK?? (a)???? (b)??
)}sin()){cos(1( inin1 φφ ∆+∆∆+= jEE
jE =2
? 3.45 BPSK?????????????? QPSK???????????????
???? BPSK??????????? QPSK???????????????????? 3.45?
?????? BPSK ????????????????????? QPSK ????????????
???????????0???? E1 ????π/2???? E2 ?????????E1 ???????
????????????????????????????????? ∆E ???????????
∆ϕin??????????????? 1?????E1 ??
E1 = (1 + ∆E)
[




E2 = j (3.68)
????????????????? |E3|2 ???????? ∆ϕout ?????????
|E3|2 = |E1 + E2|2 = 1 +∆E +
1
2
(∆E)2 + (1 +∆E) sin(∆ϕin) (3.69)














































? 3.46 ???? BPSK ?????????????? QPSK ?????????? (a)∆E ?
|E3|2 (b)∆ϕin ? |E3|2 (c)∆E ?∆ϕout (d)∆ϕin ?∆ϕout
∆ϕout = arctan
[1 + (1 + ∆E) sin(∆ϕin)














? 3.47 ???????? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK ???????????1 ???????????
?? 4?? SOA???????????????????????????????????????
? MZI ???????????????????????MZI ?????????? 1:1 ?????
???? (Beam Splitter : BS)1 ???????? 1:1 BS2 ???????????????????























? 3.44 2?? BPSK???????? QPSK?? (a)???? (b)??
)}sin()){cos(1( inin1 φφ ∆+∆∆+= jEE
jE =2
? 3.45 BPSK?????????????? QPSK???????????????
???? BPSK??????????? QPSK???????????????????? 3.45?
?????? BPSK ????????????????????? QPSK ????????????
???????????0???? E1 ????π/2???? E2 ?????????E1 ???????
????????????????????????????????? ∆E ???????????
∆ϕin??????????????? 1?????E1 ??
E1 = (1 + ∆E)
[




E2 = j (3.68)
????????????????? |E3|2 ???????? ∆ϕout ?????????
|E3|2 = |E1 + E2|2 = 1 +∆E +
1
2
(∆E)2 + (1 +∆E) sin(∆ϕin) (3.69)














































? 3.46 ???? BPSK ?????????????? QPSK ?????????? (a)∆E ?
|E3|2 (b)∆ϕin ? |E3|2 (c)∆E ?∆ϕout (d)∆ϕin ?∆ϕout
∆ϕout = arctan
[1 + (1 + ∆E) sin(∆ϕin)














? 3.47 ???????? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK ???????????1 ???????????
?? 4?? SOA???????????????????????????????????????
? MZI ???????????????????????MZI ?????????? 1:1 ?????
???? (Beam Splitter : BS)1 ???????? 1:1 BS2 ???????????????????









































? 3.49 ?????? (a)??? (b)?????
? 3.48? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??????????????????????? CW???10.7
Gb/s? PRBS???? (PN 7?)???? LN?????????? NRZ-OOK?????????
?????? NRZ-OOK?????? 3dB????? 2????????????? 1??? 2??
? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK ??????? 1 ??? 3 ???????????? 2 ?????????
???????? CW?? LN-IM?????RZ ???????? (??????=50%)??????
?????????? 2??????? 3.49(a)?(b)??????????????????????
???????CW ???????????????????????? 2 ????????????
????????? 1? 2???????????????????????? (TDL)???????
?????? (∆ϕ 1)??????????? 1?????????????????????????
????????????????????????1545.3 nm?1535.0 nm?1542.0 nm??????
? 1?2???????????????????????? 6.4 dBm?4.6 dBm?-0.6 dBm?6.2 dBm
??????SOA??????????????????????????????????????
???SOA??????????????????????????????????1bit?????
??????????????????????????1bit???????????? ∆ϕ2 ? π/4?
?? −π/4??????????????????????????????????????????
∆ϕ2 = π/4?????????????? 1?∆ϕ2 = −π/4?????????????? 2????
???????????????????????????BER?????????????????
??? BER???????????????

















































? 3.49 ?????? (a)??? (b)?????
? 3.48? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??????????????????????? CW???10.7
Gb/s? PRBS???? (PN 7?)???? LN?????????? NRZ-OOK?????????
?????? NRZ-OOK?????? 3dB????? 2????????????? 1??? 2??
? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK ??????? 1 ??? 3 ???????????? 2 ?????????
???????? CW?? LN-IM?????RZ ???????? (??????=50%)??????
?????????? 2??????? 3.49(a)?(b)??????????????????????
???????CW ???????????????????????? 2 ????????????
????????? 1? 2???????????????????????? (TDL)???????
?????? (∆ϕ 1)??????????? 1?????????????????????????
????????????????????????1545.3 nm?1535.0 nm?1542.0 nm??????
? 1?2???????????????????????? 6.4 dBm?4.6 dBm?-0.6 dBm?6.2 dBm
??????SOA??????????????????????????????????????
???SOA??????????????????????????????????1bit?????
??????????????????????????1bit???????????? ∆ϕ2 ? π/4?
?? −π/4??????????????????????????????????????????
∆ϕ2 = π/4?????????????? 1?∆ϕ2 = −π/4?????????????? 2????
???????????????????????????BER?????????????????
??? BER???????????????






































Time [20ps/div.] Time [20ps/div.]






? 3.52????????????????????? 1??? 2????????????????
??????????????????????????????????BER??????? 3.53?
???????????? BER ???????????????????????????????






? 3.52 ?????????? (a)???? 1 (b)???? 2

























































Time [20ps/div.] Time [20ps/div.]






? 3.52????????????????????? 1??? 2????????????????
??????????????????????????????????BER??????? 3.53?
???????????? BER ???????????????????????????????






? 3.52 ?????????? (a)???? 1 (b)???? 2






































































?????+465ps/nm ????????? (SMF 20km ???)?????????????????
??????????????+775ps/nm ????????? (SMF 20km ???)????????

























????? +310ps/nm ????BPSK ????????????????????????????
????? QPSK ??? BPSK ???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
??QPSK???????????? 50%? RZ?????BPSK???????????? 66%?
????? RZ(Carrier-Suppressed RZ : CSRZ)????????????????????????
??????????? BPSK?????????????? 0.0045nm?????????????
QPSK?????????????? 0.0067nm???????? BPSK???? 1.5???????
???????????????????? D ??????? ∆λ????????????????
?????????????????????????????? 3.56??????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? QPSK????
??????? 10 GSymbol/s??????? 50%? RZ-QPSK?????????????????
??????[62]?[65]?????????????? 66%? CSRZ????????????????
?? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??????????? RZ-QPSK????????? BPSK?????
????????????????QPSK??? 1????????? BPSK??? 2???????




3.6.1???????????? 2????? NRZ-OOK???? RZ-QPSK??????????2
?? NRZ-OOK???????????????????????? NRZ-OOK?????????











































?????+465ps/nm ????????? (SMF 20km ???)?????????????????
??????????????+775ps/nm ????????? (SMF 20km ???)????????

























????? +310ps/nm ????BPSK ????????????????????????????
????? QPSK ??? BPSK ???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
??QPSK???????????? 50%? RZ?????BPSK???????????? 66%?
????? RZ(Carrier-Suppressed RZ : CSRZ)????????????????????????
??????????? BPSK?????????????? 0.0045nm?????????????
QPSK?????????????? 0.0067nm???????? BPSK???? 1.5???????
???????????????????? D ??????? ∆λ????????????????
?????????????????????????????? 3.56??????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? QPSK????
??????? 10 GSymbol/s??????? 50%? RZ-QPSK?????????????????
??????[62]?[65]?????????????? 66%? CSRZ????????????????
?? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??????????? RZ-QPSK????????? BPSK?????
????????????????QPSK??? 1????????? BPSK??? 2???????




3.6.1???????????? 2????? NRZ-OOK???? RZ-QPSK??????????2
?? NRZ-OOK???????????????????????? NRZ-OOK?????????








? 3.57 ?? NRZ-OOK?? 1????????????????????????? (????





























? 3.57??? NRZ-OOK?? 1???????????????????? 1?????????





??????????????????????????? 1dB????????????? ±10 ps?
3.7 ?? OOK/16QAM?? 69
????????????? NRZ-OOK?????????? QPSK???????????????
TDL????????????????????????????????????????????









???? NRZ-OOK/RZ-16QAM ??????? 3.59 ????????????????????
??????????? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK ??????? 2 ????????????????
NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK????? 2?? NRZ-OOK??? RZ-QPSK???????????? 2?
? RZ-QPSK??? 1:4?????????????? RZ-16QAM??????? [40]?
????????????????????????????? λ1?λ4 ? NRZ-OOK ????? 1
?4 ????? 1?4 ?????? 1?4 ?? NRZ-OOK/RZ-16QAM ?????????NRZ-OOK
?? 1 ??? 2 ????????? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK ??? 1 ??NRZ-OOK ?? 3 ??? 4
????????? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK ??? 2 ???????????? λ0 ? RZ ?????
??????? λ5 ? CW ??????????????????????????? 5??????
?? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??? 1??? 2??????NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??? 1?????
NRZ-OOK?? 1??? 2?? 2?? BPSK ????????????? 2?? BPSK??????
????????????RZ-QPSK?? 1???????????NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??? 2?


















? 3.57 ?? NRZ-OOK?? 1????????????????????????? (????





























? 3.57??? NRZ-OOK?? 1???????????????????? 1?????????





??????????????????????????? 1dB????????????? ±10 ps?
3.7 ?? OOK/16QAM?? 69
????????????? NRZ-OOK?????????? QPSK???????????????
TDL????????????????????????????????????????????









???? NRZ-OOK/RZ-16QAM ??????? 3.59 ????????????????????
??????????? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK ??????? 2 ????????????????
NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK????? 2?? NRZ-OOK??? RZ-QPSK???????????? 2?
? RZ-QPSK??? 1:4?????????????? RZ-16QAM??????? [40]?
????????????????????????????? λ1?λ4 ? NRZ-OOK ????? 1
?4 ????? 1?4 ?????? 1?4 ?? NRZ-OOK/RZ-16QAM ?????????NRZ-OOK
?? 1 ??? 2 ????????? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK ??? 1 ??NRZ-OOK ?? 3 ??? 4
????????? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK ??? 2 ???????????? λ0 ? RZ ?????
??????? λ5 ? CW ??????????????????????????? 5??????
?? NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??? 1??? 2??????NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??? 1?????
NRZ-OOK?? 1??? 2?? 2?? BPSK ????????????? 2?? BPSK??????
????????????RZ-QPSK?? 1???????????NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK??? 2?




























RZ clock pulses (λ0)
CW assist light (λ5)
NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK
Modulation format converter 1
NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK



















? 3.59 ???? NRZ-OOK/RZ-16QAM??????
?????????????? 3.2 ??????????????? 3.59 ?????? 1?5 ???
???SOA-MZI ?????????? SOA ????????? 8.5 dB?8.5 dB?8.5 dB?8.5 dB?
15.0 dB ???????SOA ???????????????? 15.0 dB ????????????
10 Gsymbol/s ??????? 1?4 ??????????????????????????????
??????????????1545.3 nm?1535.0 nm?1542.0 nm????????????????
???????????????? RZ-16QAM?????????? I-Q?????????????
?????????????????????????? 8.9 dBm?3.0 dBm ???????????
???????? 8.5 dBm??????? 10.0 dBm ????4?? SOA-MZI??????????
???SOA1??? 4?5?8??????? 800 mA?SOA2??? 3?6?7??????? 211 mA?
???????? 1?4??????????????? 27-1? PRBS??????????????
????????? 33 %???????SOA??????????????????????????
?????????? 20 ps????????????
????? RZ-16QAM ????????? 3.60 ???????????? 8.5 dBm ??????
???????????????????????????????? 10.0 dBm ????????
????????????????? RZ-16QAM ??? I-Q ???????? 3.61 ???????
(1,0,1,0)??? NRZ-OOK?? 1??? 3???? (”1”)?????? NRZ-OOK?? 2??? 4?
???? (”0”)????????????????? 8.5 dBm??????????????????
????????????????????????? NRZ-OOK???”0”????????????












































(0, 0, 0, 0) (1, 0, 1, 0)
(b)(a)
(1, 1, 1, 1)(0, 1, 0, 1)(1, 1, 1, 1)(0, 1, 0, 1)


















????y(k) ∼= y(kT ) = y(t)|t=kT ????????????e(k) ∼= e(kT ) = e(t)|t=kT ???????


















RZ clock pulses (λ0)
CW assist light (λ5)
NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK
Modulation format converter 1
NRZ-OOK/RZ-QPSK



















? 3.59 ???? NRZ-OOK/RZ-16QAM??????
?????????????? 3.2 ??????????????? 3.59 ?????? 1?5 ???
???SOA-MZI ?????????? SOA ????????? 8.5 dB?8.5 dB?8.5 dB?8.5 dB?
15.0 dB ???????SOA ???????????????? 15.0 dB ????????????
10 Gsymbol/s ??????? 1?4 ??????????????????????????????
??????????????1545.3 nm?1535.0 nm?1542.0 nm????????????????
???????????????? RZ-16QAM?????????? I-Q?????????????
?????????????????????????? 8.9 dBm?3.0 dBm ???????????
???????? 8.5 dBm??????? 10.0 dBm ????4?? SOA-MZI??????????
???SOA1??? 4?5?8??????? 800 mA?SOA2??? 3?6?7??????? 211 mA?
???????? 1?4??????????????? 27-1? PRBS??????????????
????????? 33 %???????SOA??????????????????????????
?????????? 20 ps????????????
????? RZ-16QAM ????????? 3.60 ???????????? 8.5 dBm ??????
???????????????????????????????? 10.0 dBm ????????
????????????????? RZ-16QAM ??? I-Q ???????? 3.61 ???????
(1,0,1,0)??? NRZ-OOK?? 1??? 3???? (”1”)?????? NRZ-OOK?? 2??? 4?
???? (”0”)????????????????? 8.5 dBm??????????????????
????????????????????????? NRZ-OOK???”0”????????????












































(0, 0, 0, 0) (1, 0, 1, 0)
(b)(a)
(1, 1, 1, 1)(0, 1, 0, 1)(1, 1, 1, 1)(0, 1, 0, 1)


















????y(k) ∼= y(kT ) = y(t)|t=kT ????????????e(k) ∼= e(kT ) = e(t)|t=kT ???????











e(t) = y(t)− ya(t) (3.72)
?????ya ???????????y(t)?e(t)?ya(t)????? 3.62????
? 3.63 ?????????????????? RZ-16QAM ??? EVM ?????????NRZ-
OOK?? 1?2?????????NRZ-OOK?? 3?4?????????? EVM???????
??????????????2?? RZ-QPSK??? 4:1???????????NRZ-OOK?? 1?
2??????? RZ-QPSK???????????????????SOA????????????





? 3.64???????????????????????? RZ-16QAM??? EVM??????
???EVM? 5 %???????? ±20 ps??????????????????????????
??? TDL?????????????????????????????????????????


































e(t) = y(t)− ya(t) (3.72)
?????ya ???????????y(t)?e(t)?ya(t)????? 3.62????
? 3.63 ?????????????????? RZ-16QAM ??? EVM ?????????NRZ-
OOK?? 1?2?????????NRZ-OOK?? 3?4?????????? EVM???????
??????????????2?? RZ-QPSK??? 4:1???????????NRZ-OOK?? 1?
2??????? RZ-QPSK???????????????????SOA????????????





? 3.64???????????????????????? RZ-16QAM??? EVM??????
???EVM? 5 %???????? ±20 ps??????????????????????????
??? TDL?????????????????????????????????????????





























???????????????? (Cross Phase Modulation : XPM) ?????? On Off Key-
ing(OOK)/Binary Phase Shift Keying(BPSK)????? OOK/?? Phase Shift Keying(PSK)??
???????????????????????????????????????????????



























???????????????? (Cross Phase Modulation : XPM) ?????? On Off Key-
ing(OOK)/Binary Phase Shift Keying(BPSK)????? OOK/?? Phase Shift Keying(PSK)??
???????????????????????????????????????????????



















?????????????????????β2(z)[s2/m]?β2 >0 : ?????β2 <0 : ???????
?????γ(z)[1/(m·W)]??????ξ(z)[1/m]????β3(z)[s3/m]? 3????????????








γ(z)[1/(m ·W)] = 2πN2(z)[m
2/W]
Aeff(z)[m2]λ[m]







c[m/s] ????????????????????????????????????? (α > 0)???
???? (α < 0)????????????????????????????? (4.1)????????







































???????????????????????? (Group Velocity Dispersion : GVD)????
??????????????????????? NLSE (4.4)????????????3?????
4.2 ??????????????????????? 77




? 4.1 GVD??? sech????????????








??????????? sech ????????????????????b2(Z) = −1 ???? (4.6)
??????????? Z = 0?2.5 ??? 5?????????????? 4.1 ????? 4.1???
GVD????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????D > 0?b2 < 0?β2 < 0 : ??????????????????
?????????D < 0?b2 > 0?β2 > 0 : ??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
??????
???????????????????? (Self Phase Modulation : SPM) ????????
???????????? NLSE(4.4) ???? GVD????3 ????????????????
b2(Z) = Γ(Z) = b3(Z) = 0?????
j ∂U
∂Z
+ s(Z)|U |2U = 0 (4.7)
?????????? U(0, T )???? (4.7)?????
U(Z, T ) = U(0, T ) exp[jϕSPM(Z, T )] (4.8)
????????





























γ(z)[1/(m ·W)] = 2πN2(z)[m
2/W]
Aeff(z)[m2]λ[m]







c[m/s] ????????????????????????????????????? (α > 0)???
???? (α < 0)????????????????????????????? (4.1)????????







































???????????????????????? (Group Velocity Dispersion : GVD)????
??????????????????????? NLSE (4.4)????????????3?????
4.2 ??????????????????????? 77




? 4.1 GVD??? sech????????????








??????????? sech ????????????????????b2(Z) = −1 ???? (4.6)
??????????? Z = 0?2.5 ??? 5?????????????? 4.1 ????? 4.1???
GVD????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????D > 0?b2 < 0?β2 < 0 : ??????????????????
?????????D < 0?b2 > 0?β2 > 0 : ??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
??????
???????????????????? (Self Phase Modulation : SPM) ????????
???????????? NLSE(4.4) ???? GVD????3 ????????????????
b2(Z) = Γ(Z) = b3(Z) = 0?????
j ∂U
∂Z
+ s(Z)|U |2U = 0 (4.7)
?????????? U(0, T )???? (4.7)?????
U(Z, T ) = U(0, T ) exp[jϕSPM(Z, T )] (4.8)
????????



























U(0, T ) = sech(T ) (4.11)
??????????
ϕSPM = sech2(T )Z (4.12)
?????????????
δωSPMt0 = 2 sinh(T )sech3(T )Z (4.13)
????? (4.13)???????????????????????????????????????





?????????????????????? U1?U2 ??????????? ω1?ω2 ??? 2??
?????????????????????????????????? U ??
U(Z, T ) =
2∑
k=1
Uk(Z, T )e−j∆ΩkT (4.14)
????????∆Ωk = (ωk − ω0)t0 (k = 1, 2)??????????? ωk ??????? ω0 ???
????????????????????????????? (4.4)???? GVD????3????
???????????? b2(Z) = Γ(Z) = b3(Z) = 0??????? s(Z) = 1?????
j ∂U1
∂Z
e−j∆Ω1T + j ∂U2
∂Z
e−j∆Ω2T + (|U1|2 + 2|U2|2)U1e−j∆Ω1T
+(|U2|+ 2|U1|2)U2e−j∆Ω2T + U21U2e−j(2∆Ω1−∆Ω2)T + U22U1e−j(2∆Ω2−∆Ω1)T = 0 (4.15)
4.2 ??????????????????????? 79
?????????? (4.15)??????? 2????????? ω1 ? ω2 ????????????
???????? 2ω1−ω2?2ω2−ω1??????????????????????????????





+ (|U1|2 + 2|U2|2)U1 = 0
j ∂U2
∂Z
+ (|U2|2 + 2|U1|2)U2 = 0
(4.16)
???????? Uk(0, T ) (k = 1, 2)???? (4.16)?????
{
U1(Z, T ) = U1(0, T )exp[jϕ1(Z, T )]
U2(Z, T ) = U2(0, T )exp[jϕ2(Z, T )]
(4.17)
???????? {
ϕ1(Z, T ) = (|U1(0, T )|2 + 2|U2(0, T )|2)Z








?? P (NL)1 ??
P (NL)1 = 6ε0χxxyy[E2 ·E∗2 ]E1 + 6ε0χxyxy[E1 ·E∗2 ]E2 (4.19)
??? [52]?????E1?E2 ????? ω1?ω2 ??????????????????ε0 ?????
???????χ???? 3??????????????????????[· ]?????????∗?




P (NL)1x = 2ε0χxxxx[(2|E2x|2 + |E2y|2)E1x + E1yE2xE∗2y]?






P (NL)1x = 2ε0χxxxx(2|E2x|2 + |E2y|2)E1x?
P (NL)1y = 2ε0χxxxx(2|E2y|2 + |E2x|2)E1y
(4.21)
????????????????????????????????????ω1 ????? x???
????ω2 ????? x????????????? y ?????? 2?????????ω1?ω2 ? 2
???????????????XPM????????????????? 2???????????
????? XPM????????????????????????????????????






U(0, T ) = sech(T ) (4.11)
??????????
ϕSPM = sech2(T )Z (4.12)
?????????????
δωSPMt0 = 2 sinh(T )sech3(T )Z (4.13)
????? (4.13)???????????????????????????????????????





?????????????????????? U1?U2 ??????????? ω1?ω2 ??? 2??
?????????????????????????????????? U ??
U(Z, T ) =
2∑
k=1
Uk(Z, T )e−j∆ΩkT (4.14)
????????∆Ωk = (ωk − ω0)t0 (k = 1, 2)??????????? ωk ??????? ω0 ???
????????????????????????????? (4.4)???? GVD????3????
???????????? b2(Z) = Γ(Z) = b3(Z) = 0??????? s(Z) = 1?????
j ∂U1
∂Z
e−j∆Ω1T + j ∂U2
∂Z
e−j∆Ω2T + (|U1|2 + 2|U2|2)U1e−j∆Ω1T
+(|U2|+ 2|U1|2)U2e−j∆Ω2T + U21U2e−j(2∆Ω1−∆Ω2)T + U22U1e−j(2∆Ω2−∆Ω1)T = 0 (4.15)
4.2 ??????????????????????? 79
?????????? (4.15)??????? 2????????? ω1 ? ω2 ????????????
???????? 2ω1−ω2?2ω2−ω1??????????????????????????????





+ (|U1|2 + 2|U2|2)U1 = 0
j ∂U2
∂Z
+ (|U2|2 + 2|U1|2)U2 = 0
(4.16)
???????? Uk(0, T ) (k = 1, 2)???? (4.16)?????
{
U1(Z, T ) = U1(0, T )exp[jϕ1(Z, T )]
U2(Z, T ) = U2(0, T )exp[jϕ2(Z, T )]
(4.17)
???????? {
ϕ1(Z, T ) = (|U1(0, T )|2 + 2|U2(0, T )|2)Z








?? P (NL)1 ??
P (NL)1 = 6ε0χxxyy[E2 ·E∗2 ]E1 + 6ε0χxyxy[E1 ·E∗2 ]E2 (4.19)
??? [52]?????E1?E2 ????? ω1?ω2 ??????????????????ε0 ?????
???????χ???? 3??????????????????????[· ]?????????∗?




P (NL)1x = 2ε0χxxxx[(2|E2x|2 + |E2y|2)E1x + E1yE2xE∗2y]?






P (NL)1x = 2ε0χxxxx(2|E2x|2 + |E2y|2)E1x?
P (NL)1y = 2ε0χxxxx(2|E2y|2 + |E2x|2)E1y
(4.21)
????????????????????????????????????ω1 ????? x???
????ω2 ????? x????????????? y ?????? 2?????????ω1?ω2 ? 2
???????????????XPM????????????????? 2???????????
????? XPM????????????????????????????????????
80 ? 4? ????????????????????????????
4.2.4 ???????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
?????XPM??????????????? (4.4)???? β2 = β3 = 0?????
j ∂U
∂Z
+ s(Z)|U |2U = −jΓ(Z)U (4.22)
????????Uˆ(Z, T )???? U(Z, T ) ?????????











+ sˆ(Z)|Uˆ |2Uˆ = 0 (4.24)
????








?????????? (K + 1)??????????????????????????
Uˆ(Z, T ) =
K∑
k=0
Uˆk(Z, T )e−j∆ΩkT (4.26)
????????∆Ωk = (ωk − ω0)t0 (k = 0, 1, · · · ,K)????????????? ωk ??????
? ω0 ???????? (4.26)? (4.24)?????????????? XPM????????????
k ??????? ωk ?????????????? (4.17)?????????????
j ∂Uˆk
∂Z
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